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What does the CIRP
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What does the CIRP

(Cooperative Institutional Research Program)

The Freshman Survey

tell us about incoming ‘K’ students, what 

brought them here, and what they might 

expect to do while at ‘K’? 

“Very Highly Selective” “Very Highly Selective” 
Comparison GroupComparison Group
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Characteristics of ‘K’ First-Year 
Students

• SAT Verbal 655 667; Math 656 668; Writing 650 669

• ACT Composite 28 29• ACT Composite 28 29

• Average grade in high school – 75% A/A-

• Number of AP exams taken – 62% 1 to 4

• Studied did homework – 33%*41 11 or more hours

• Distance between ‘K’ and home – 43% 100 to 500 miles

• Highest degree planned – 33% PhD; 18% MD; 6% JD

• High school racial comp. – 55% mostly wht; 26% ca ½ wht

• Current religious preference – 37%42 None; 18% RomCath;
7%9 Jewish

Characteristics of ‘K’ First-Year 
Students

• Was bored in class – 34% Frequently; 62% Occasionally

• Skipped school/class – 65% not at all

• Was a guest in teacher’s home – 71% not at all

• Drank beer – 56%*44 not at all

• Drank wine or liquor – 46% not at all

• Partied less than one hour/wk – 56%*36Partied less than one hour/wk 56% 36

• Felt overwhelmed with what I had to do – 91% Freq/Occ

• Felt depressed – 54% Freq/Occ

• Played musical instrument – 52% Freq/Occ
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Characteristics of ‘K’ First-Year 
Students

• Asked teacher for advice after class – 93% Freq/Occ

• Socialized with someone of another racial/ethnic group
97% Freq/Occ

• Performed volunteer work – 91% Freq/Occ

• Performed community service as part of class 
54% Freq/Occ

• Asked questions in class – 99% Freq/Occ

• Political views – 49% Liberal; 34% middle-of-the-road
Men 44% Lib/38% motr; Women 53%Lib/31%motr

Characteristics of ‘K’ First-Year 
Students

• There is too much concern in the courts for the rights of 
criminals – 62% disagree somewhat or stronglycriminals – 62% disagree somewhat or strongly

• Abortion should be legal – 75% agree somewhat or strongly

• Marijuana should be legalized – 54% Agree some/strong

• Racial discrimination is no longer a major problem in 
America – 90%*84 Disagree somewhat or strongly

• Same sex couples should have the right to legal marital 
status – 81%*86 Agree somewhat or strongly
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Factors Affecting College Choice

• I was accepted by my first choice – 77%

• ‘K’ was my first choice – 62%

• I was offered financial assistance – 70%*44

• I was not offered financial assistance by 1st choice – 13%*6

• My parents wanted me to come here – 14%

• ‘K’ has a very good academic reputation – 83%

• ‘K’ has a good reputation for social activities 21%*39• K  has a good reputation for social activities – 21%*39

• ‘K’ grads are admitted to top graduate programs – 62%*45

• ‘K’ grads get good jobs – 66%*55

• Rankings in national magazines – 28%

CIRP ConstructsCIRP Constructs are designed to capture the experiences and 

outcomes institutions are often interested in understanding, 

but that present a measurement challenge because of their 

complex and multifaceted nature.  To measure these broad 

underlying areas more precisely, folks at CIRP use Item 

Response Theory (IRT) to combine individual survey items 

into global measures that capture these areas.  CIRP 

Constructs are more than a summation of related items; IRT 

uses response patterns to derive construct score estimates 

while simultaneously giving greater weight in the estimation 

process to survey items that tap into the construct more 

directly.  This results in more accurate construct scores.
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Habits of Mind

Habits of Mind
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Academic Self-Concept

Academic Self-Concept
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Social Self-Concept

Social Self-Concept
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Pluralistic Orientation

Pluralistic Orientation
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Social Agency

Social Agency
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College Reputation Orientation

College Reputation Orientation
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Likelihood of College Involvement

Likelihood of College Involvement
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Surveys are the flashlights y g
that lead us to where we 

need to get out the shovels.
Frank Boyd, Illinois Wesleyan Universityy , y y

Based on these self-reportsBased on these self reports, 
what are your impressions 

about ‘K’ students?


